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Addressing The Nation

This is certainly a busy time in the Quapaw Nation, with the conclusion of Halloween and Breast Cancer Awareness Month in
October. We also gathered at our tribal grounds for a cultural day which included demonstrations, supper, and a dance. In
November, many events began taking place in recognition of Native American Heritage Month. Quapaw Nation was honored
at the Quapaw High School Football game on Native American Night as the Wildcats got the win. There is of course
Thanksgiving and Rock Your Mocs which are some of my favorite things about November. Veterans Day also falls fall in
November and is an opportunity to honor our own tribal veterans who served and some who paid the ultimate sacrifice. This
year we honored our veterans with a program as a small token of our appreciation and gratitude and everyone enjoyed
themselves.

On October 21, the Oklahoma Court of Criminal Appeals affirmed the existence of the Quapaw Nation Reservation,
concluding that it was never disestablished by Congress. Our reservation is Indian Country for purposes of the Major Crimes
Act (MCA). This is probably the most historic event involving Quapaw Nation since Indian gaming because it not only confirms
our reservation status, it acknowledges our treaty rights with the United States, and our tribal sovereignty. The Quapaw
Nation joined the ranks of other Oklahoma tribal nations who’s reservations were also affirmed with the McGirt decision from
the United States Supreme Court last summer. What makes our status unique is that we are the only tribal nation with a
confirmed reservation that is not part of the larger Five Tribes, which includes the Muscogee Creek, Cherokee, Chickasaw,
Choctaw, and Seminole. 04



Since the McGirt ruling last summer, Quapaw Nation has worked diligently, developing our court infrastructure and law
enforcement agency in anticipation of reaffirmation of our reservation. We created a task force that consisted of judges,
prosecutors, marshals, and court personnel to assist in this legal development. Our leadership has had ongoing discussions
with local and county law enforcement, we have hosted training sessions with the U.S. Attorneys Office and District
Attorneys Office, so that we could be prepared for this moment. It is important that we maintain these crucial partnerships so
that criminal activity occurring within our reservation does not get overlooked and I am encouraged by the degree of
cooperation and communication with federal and state officials. 
 
Last year, immediately following the McGirt decision, Governor Kevin Stitt asserted state environmental authority over all
fee land located within Indian Country and the EPA approved this assertion. Needless to say, many if not all tribal nations in
Oklahoma voiced their displeasure with this decision, and under the Biden administration, more consultations with EPA have
occurred. This environmental issue does not impact Quapaw Nation’s current Tar Creek remediation project which is a
partnership between the tribe, the state of Oklahoma, and the federal government but it is an ongoing issue that we will
continue to monitor as it relates to our reservation status.   

The Bear settlement distribution bill, H.R. 4715, that was introduced in July has been under review by the House Natural
Resources Committee. We have gained full support from our Oklahoma and Arkansas delegation including Tom Cole, the
original sponsor of the 2012 Congressional Reference bill, and Bruce Westerman, ranking member of House Natural
Resources. While we await the decision of the committee, our next stage of the process is to meet with the Department of
Interior to consult on the distribution. Congressional attention has been primarily focused on passing the $1 trillion
infrastructure bill for the entire country and now that it has been signed by President Biden, I expect the political process to
resume. 

We will continue to push Congress to support and pass our Bear settlement distribution bill.

Covid-19 and Delta variants continue to disrupt many aspects of the economy including healthcare, finance, construction, and
the overall labor workforce, and Quapaw Nation is not immune from these disruptions. Our Department of Public Safety
continues to monitor and address these concerns. The Northeastern Tribal Health System continues to administer
vaccination measures and I encourage all our citizens to get the vaccine and boosters to help combat the spread of the virus.
For those individuals unwilling to receive their vaccines, I still encourage everyone to respect others by wearing masks and
distancing appropriately. Together, we can all do our own part to help protect ourselves and our community from the virus,
especially with the coming of the holiday season.

As we get into the holidays, it is a time when we gather with friends and loved ones. This time of year can also be difficult for
individuals dealing with grief, depression, loss of home, and other issues that plague our tribal community. We have services
available and information can be found on our Quapaw Nation homepage for anyone in need of assistance. I encourage
everyone to check on our elders, those who are disabled, and those who may be in need as we come into the colder months. 

I am excited to announce we have placed Blessing Trees throughout our tribal offices. Angels will be available for those who
wish to support the Quapaw Nation Blessing Tree Project. We will be issuing Christmas funds for children and will also be
hosting an elder Christmas party, with all COVID precautions taken of course. Please look for all of these program details on
our Quapaw Nation webpage or the Quapaw Post, the official news outlet of the Quapaw Nation.  

Best Wishes These Holidays,

Joseph Byrd
Chairman  
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RemindersUpcoming Events &
Beneficiary Forms

All beneficiary forms need to be

updated, signed and notarized. 

For those that have already filled

out the form, please call Patti Rice

and ensure that your document is

notarized. Quapaw Nation cannot

honor any beneficiary forms that

have not been notarized.

The form can be found on the 

website www.quapawnation.com

and can also be obtained at the 

admin building. 

Grace Goodeagle
Request

Grace Goodeagle, chairman of the Elders'

committee, is requesting family stories

from all Quapaw Nation members. Forms

are available at the admin building,

museum, and a digital version will be

available soon.
 
"If you have a story to tell, we want to hear

from you! We are in dire need of retaining

our culture, and one of those

ways is through our own O-Gah-Pah family

stories. So tell us your family

Quapaw Traditional Ways.

Please contact us by email or hotline so

you can help us in our mission.

Tell us your name, leave your contact

information, and if you are using

the hotline, go ahead and tell us your story

now. All those who

participate will be entered into a drawing.

We look forward to hearing

from you!

~Gun-ney-gay"

Email: ogahpahstory@quapawnation.com

O-Gah-Pah Story Hotline: 918-238-3113

QN Blessings Tree

2020 marked the first year of the

Quapaw Nation blessing tree - a tree set

to allow anyone to select angels to buy

Christmas presents for. 

If you have an angel that needs

assistance, please contact Karen

Hildreth or Patty Billings at the Museum

and Library. 

If you would like to sponsor an angel,

please contact Karen Hildreth, Patty

Billings, or stop by the QN Museum.
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Being of
Service

 JEREMY OLSEN

By Austin Headlee

Jeremy Olsen, Business
Committee Member, is thankful
to serve the Quapaw Nation on
a larger scale after working for
the Nation throughout his life.
Since 2009, Olsen has been an
active employee with the nation.
However, he worked in other
roles as a teenager during the
ITC summer youth program,
maintenance, security at the
Quapaw Casino and a cashier at
the C-Store. 

Olsen wanted to follow in his
grandpa Ed Quapaw’s footsteps
as a Business Committee
Member. He also knew that
many people were unhappy with
the previous administration, so
he tossed out the idea of
running for election to some
tribal elders. After gaining their
support, Olsen ran for the
election and won in 2020. 

"I want to be a part of getting our tribe out of debt from Downstream Casino, so Tribal members can begin to benefit
from the profit," said Olsen. "I would love to see more housing for our members who are in need. I want to continue to
promote our spiritual and cultural beliefs."

Olsen stressed the importance of promoting and retaining Quapaw culture and tradition, especially with the tribal
youth. He does this by performing smoke rituals using a feather and fan he received from his late uncle and his
involvement in building a church on Quapaw Nation land.

Over the course of a few years, while he worked in the maintenance department, Olsen and others built the church that
sits on a hill next to the burial site for John Wilson, also known as Moonhead and the founder of the Peyote Religion. 

"It felt good to finally sit in there, have a fire lit and everything going, just like they used to do back when our grandpas
were back there. To pray and worship in the same manner that they did," said Olsen. "That's what it means to me, to just
go back in time."
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BC Member Jeremy Olsen understands the importance of family, friends, and Ogahpah traditions and culture.
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The Quapaw people built the Native American
Church for the Quapaw people on Quapaw
Nation land. Olsen hopes future generations
use the church to find inner peace and connect
to Quapaw history. 

Many Quapaw traditions were lost
throughout history, and now only a few
remain, namely the funeral service, smoke
ritual and yearly powwow. Now with the
addition of the church, the Quapaws are
taking care of mourners, the sick and anyone
else who is experiencing hardship.

“Before we had this church, all we could really
do is die like a Quapaw,” said Olsen. “When
you die, you get buried like a Quapaw. Now
we have this church we can actually kind of
live like Quapaws instead of just being buried
like one.”

Olsen has six children; Leanna, Lendsay, Joey,
Skylar, Allison, and Logan. He also has two
grandchildren, Eelyn and Keaton. Lendsay
joined the U.S. Navy and followed in her
family’s footsteps. 

“I was very proud, honored, and terrified that
she was going to serve our country. My
Lendsay June makes me proud every single
day of her accomplishments. This means very
much to my entire family, we come from a
long line that have served proudly in the U.S.
Navy my papa Ed Quapaw, uncle Jesse
Quapaw, and cousins Justin and Priscilla Plott
have also served. My grandfather Joe Olsen
served in the United Stated Army and
Marines.”

Aside from working with the Quapaw Nation,
Olsen enjoys attending powwows, Stomp
Dancing, and spending time with his family.
Most of his free time is spent taking care of
families and loved ones that are in need. He is
proud to be Quapaw and strives to represent
the nation to the best of his abilities. 
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Currently, many Native American artifacts are separated from their ancestorial homes. Countless artifacts are on display in

museums and other federal buildings across the United States. In 1990, the Native American Graves Protection and Repatriation

Act (NAGPRA) was passed by Congress to help preserve and protect Native American resources. 

NAGPRA is a grant-funded program that allows Native American entities and lineal descendants to file claims on historical items

that remain under the possession of federal agencies or agencies that receive federal funding, such as museums and colleges.

These items include human remains, funerary objects, sacred relics, and cultural patrimony.

To retrieve their artifacts, tribes must demonstrate that the specific item they are

claiming is affiliated with their tribe. Cultural affiliation is determined if the tribe

shows its relation to the object by tracing its identities to a shared geographical

location, historical data, kinship ties, linguistic connection, or other relevant

information. There is no time limit for submitting a claim.

“It’s not like I can go in and say I want this, this, and this and it will just happen,” said

Carrie V Wilson, NAGPRA director of the Quapaw Nation. “You have to put forth a

good argument as to why your tribe has cultural affiliation over another tribe.”

It is up to the museum or federal agency to decide if the claim for the item in question

is valid. If a tribal entity files a successful claim, they can bring it back to their land and

use it as they see fit. A successful claim allows the tribes to retrieve sacred items,

human remains, and funerary objects and repatriate them to their ancestorial land.

Wilson has brought thousands of Quapaw artifacts back to tribal land using NAGPRA,

at least 30,000 items as of 2016. These range from beads to other objects and relics

used by Quapaw ancestors. 

By Austin Headlee
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The federal agency that receives federal funding must return the cultural artifact to the tribal entity if they receive a successful

claim. A failure to return could result in criminal prosecution, loss of grants, and civil penalties. 

Wilson has preserved Quapaw history even before NAGPRA passed. Wilson graduated from the University of Arkansas with a

degree in anthropology, worked for the Smithsonian Museum of Natural History and the University of Arkansas archeological

survey. She acts as the liaison between archeological activities in Arkansas and the Quapaw Nation. 

According to Wilson, the Quapaw Nation has significant ties to one of the largest archaeological sites in the United States.

“Under NAGPRA, you have to show you are culturally affiliated to a collection,” said Wilson. “People don’t realize that the

largest population in the United States at one time was the Central Mississippi Valley, it was like the Egypt of the United States.”

The Central Mississippi Valley was a fertile basin for life in the United States, encompassing Tennessee, Arkansas, Kentucky,

and parts of Missouri, Illinois, and Indiana. This part of the country is rich in the history of tribal ancestors. The Quapaw people

are among the closest related contemporary tribes to the people who roam the Central Mississippi Valley. 

After decades of working in cultural preservation, Wilson believes her work is her life. She also believes it is vital for the

Quapaw people to recognize their roots. 

“It’s contemporary we live [in Oklahoma], we want to be sure our children are educated and be sure we have adequate housing

and health and everything, but without our culture what are we,” said Wilson. “For me, being able to walk in the past and walk

out on those fields and things like that, that’s important. That’s who we are, that’s where we came from and if we forget where

we came from who are we?”

One of her goals is to teach Quapaw members proper archeological methods and techniques to preserve Quapaw history for

the future. One issue with modern culture preservation is the lack of personnel. There is a short window of opportunity for

record sites before the land is leveled during development. Once the land has been leveled, any cultural artifacts in its area will

be destroyed forever. 

“We owe it to our ancestors to be able to learn that and take care of our home,” said Wilson. “We shouldn’t have to look outside

of our tribe, we should be able to do some of that on our own, at least be able to assist.”

If there is enough interest, Wilson will bring people from the University of Arkansas, University of Illinois, and Indiana

University to teach proper archaeological techniques and what to look for during site recording.
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Highlight

Native Veterans

In honor of Veteran’s Day, a special thanks for military service goes out to all

193 living Quapaw Nation veteran tribal members, as well as our fallen heroes.

We had the honor of speaking to three Quapaw Nation veterans; Bill Griffin U.S.

Marine, Henry Ellick U.S. Army, and Solomon Jones U.S. Marine.

“Greater love has no one than this, that he lay down his life for his friends.”

John 15:13
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Bill Griffin served in the Marine Corps from January 18, 1965, to
January 18, 1969, in the 5th Marines Division. He did his basic training
at Camp Pendleton, Cali. And served in the Vietnam War on sea-duty
aboard the air-craft carrier named the Kitty Hawk. Bill was one of the
first few Marines to serve aboard the ship. Mr. Griffin had been going to
school at the University of Oklahoma, working on his degree in
Education on a scholarship for track and field when he decided to serve
for the United States Marine Corps. At the time, the Marines were a
completey voluntary service, much like the National Guard today.

The Kitty Hawk would go out to sea for a month at a time, with their
home port being in the Philippines. While serving in the Vietnam War,
Bill’s father became very ill so Bill was allowed to return home for five
days to say his last respects. Days after returning back to sea, Bill’s
father had passed away. Not only do these veterans sacrifice their lives,
they also sacrifice time with their loved ones they can never get back.

Bill spoke about being responsible for putting up the flags every
morning aboard the Kitty Hawk. How he would look out across the
ocean at all of the ships from other countries with such a sense of pride
as he raised the American Flag. To this day, Bill feels the same pride to
do the honor guard for Quapaw Nation. When asked what advice he
would have for anyone thinking of joining the military he chuckled. 

"I would probably choose the Air Force," joked Bill. "Boy they appeared
to have it easy."

Bill says he wouldn’t do anything different though, that he would join
the Marines and serve all over again just as he had done.

Henry Ellick was drafted during the Vietnam War as an 11-C
infantryman in the U.S. Army in 1967. His service ended in 1970.
During his service, Mr. Ellick did basic training at Fort Polk,
Louisiana. He later went to war in Vietnam for approximately a
years time. Afterwards, Henry served at Fort Riley, Texas,
before finishing up his last six months in Germany. 

 "The average life expectancy during the Vietnam War was four
seconds," remarked Henry. "It taught me to think on my feet
and how to deal with difficult situations throughout my life."

Being a Native American Veteran means a lot to Ellick. One of
his favorite things to do is the gourd dance during Pow Wow,
which is a dance for veterans, but can also be danced by a son in
honor of their father. The gourd dance is an honor displaying the
sacrifices he made and his pride in serving. 

"I learned discipline, camaraderie, and how to cope in difficult
situations while serving, and would have served anywhere for
the U.S. Army. I absolutely loved it," stated Ellick.
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Solomon Jones (above)

and Ben Woodley (below)

both sons of Carrie V

Wilson, and Veterans

Solomon Jones served in the U.S. Marine Corps as a rifleman in
the infantry division, finishing up his time in the reserves. He
was in the military service from 2003-2009, entering at twenty
years old. Jones started his military career in San Diego, Cali.
Infantry school at Camp Pendleton. He also spent active time
stationed in Twentynine Palms, Cali. and on to Iraq in 2003.

"Two factors went into joining the Marine Corps," Jones said.
"The first reason being family legacy. My father, grandfather,
and great-uncle Jessie Mckibben were all Marines. The second
reason I wanted to join was September 11, 2001; when
terrorists attacked, I wanted to fight back."

Jones says he would choose to join the Marine Corps all over
again, and that it did him a lot of good with a lifelong lesson on
discipline and routine.

“Native American people have a long history of being warriors,
protecting their lands and are the highest percentage of people
to serve in the United States Military," stated Jones. "With the
honor and respect of being in the military comes responsibility,
and once you have gone to combat you aren’t looked at the
same. The way you act and behave will always be reflective in
that.”

Advice that Jones would give anyone entering the military is not
to be afraid to take on leadership roles and to not go in halfway,
fully commit. He says that he learned a lot from his experience
in the military such as leadership and how to deal with a diverse
group of people coming together who have grown up in very
different ways. After his service in the Marine Corps, Jones
went on to get his Bachelors degree in Business at the
University of Arkansas with emphasis in Supply Chain
Management, which he says he would not have had the
discipline to achieve before serving.

At a 100 percent post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) rating, Ellick says he copes by always staying active. He exercises
daily, judges professional boxing (Ellick himself is a former boxer and world champion), recently judging his 183rd
professional show, and has been a counselor. Ellick says that by helping other people in counseling, it is therapeutic for
himself as well. 

"Not a day goes by where I don't think about being in the war, but I always stay busy," Ellick continued. 

His advice to other veterans with PTSD would be to occupy your idle time with something positive in the community;
drinking and drugs is only false pride.
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Those We Lost

Jeremy Andrew Davis (Jade) age 35, of Overland Park, passed
away with his family by his side on September 17th, 2021. He
grew up in Oswego, Kansas. He leaves behind his partner of 5 1/2
years, Brian Rosetti. He is also survived by his parents, Patricia and
Stanley Davis, siblings, Jamie Manar, Sara Segraves, Zachary Davis,
and nieces, Brianna, Marissa, Sookie, and nephews, Alex, Jackson,
Liam, Jace, and Mason. He was preceded in death by his
grandmother Louise Hilburn (Imbeau). He was a great carpenter
and loved to hang out with friends and family. He was a bright light
in this world and will be greatly missed! Until we meet again! Love
always!

Sandra Jean Dunaway passed away on September 24, 2021 at
the age of 82 years old at her residence in Quapaw, Oklahoma.
She was born on October 27, 1938 in Galena, Kansas to William
Woodard and Jewell (Stark) Woodard. Sandra married Lewis
Dunaway, Sr on June 16, 1956 and he proceeded her in death.
Also, proceeded in death by a daughter, Sandra Galford; and sons,
William Dunaway Sr, and Lewis James Dunaway, Jr; and also, by
one sister and one brother. Sandra is survived by daughters,
Debbie Dunaway of Quapaw, Ok, Sheryl Sisk and husband, Terry
of Miami, OK; her brother, Frank Woodard and wife Peggy of
Joplin, MO; her sisters, Nancy St. Clair of Joplin, MO, Billie
Albright of Quapaw, OK, and Norma Littlepage of Galena, KS.
Sandra had five grandchildren, seven great grandchildren, and two
great, great grandchildren that she loved, dearly. She loved to
work outside with her flowers. Sandra was very proud of her
Quapaw Indian Heritage. Her wishes were to be cremated and no
services have been scheduled by her family at this time.
Cremation arrangements are under the direction of Simpson
Funeral Home in Webb City, MO.
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Quapaw pottery is a unique art form with cultural significance
that Betty Gaedtke has helped preserve. She wanted to make
pottery for most of her life but could not until 2009 when she
retired from the US Postal Service. After retiring, she learned
from potters in the north-central Arkansas area, including one
who specialized in Mississippian pottery, which spiritually
energized her. After learning the essentials, she built a pottery
studio to improve her craft further.

Gaedtke has made hundreds of pieces, many of which are on
display in museums and national parks in Oklahoma, Missouri,
Arkansas, Kansas, and New Mexico.

Every tribe has a distinction that separates their pottery from
others. For the Quapaw, it is their use of red clay and shapes.
The Quapaw are well known for their animal and human effigy
pots. Some of the designs may be crude, but others are more
whimsical. Either way, Quapaw are known for giving character
and personality to their pottery.
“Red pots with white swirls of varying shapes are a dead
giveaway that it is Quapaw,” said Gaedtke. “Quapaw pottery
is some of the most sought-after pottery today.”

Elder Spotlight
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Gaedtke believes it is vital to share the knowledge of Quapaw pottery to help
preserve the culture. She believes that the Quapaw culture and traditions
must be kept alive, and teaching others helps. Not just to other Quapaw
members, but other tribes, non-natives, schools, universities and museums. 

During her tenure on the Business Committee between 2013 and 2017,
Gaedtke remodeled a vacated maintenance building into a pottery studio
where she teaches pottery lessons. That pottery studio was named after
Chairman Byrd’s mother, Suzy Moore during a later general council meeting.
The pandemic put a pause on the classes, but she plans on having lessons
resume in January. 

Although she did not start pottery until 2009, she has plenty of experience
making art in the Quapaw way. Her mother taught her how to be a
seamstress at a very young age. She’s made buckskin dresses, moccasins,
ribbon skirts, Quapaw dresses, and more. However, pottery is where her true
passion lies. 

“There is something that moves me when I touch and feel the clay in my
hands, creating something out of Mother Earth,” said Gaedtke. “Pottery
precedes modern day regalia, beading, and other crafts associated with
Indian country, so this takes me back to an era where pottery was necessary
for survival.”

Gaedtke was born in Idaho Falls in 1954 while her parents were traveling
from Montana to the Quapaw area. She lived in various parts of Oklahoma,
Arkansas, Kansas, and Nebraska during her childhood. After graduating high
school, she moved to Olathe, Kan. where she lived until retirement. Her
parents and grandparents are all from the Quapaw area, so the Quapaw
culture played a significant role in her life, and she regularly attended the
annual powwows.

Friends, family, and Quapaw elders have blessed Gaedtke with advice and a
robust support system. Her mother Betty Beard Brock, and grandmother,
Nora Buffalo Brock, were two of the strongest people she knew and served as
excellent role models. Her father also taught her the importance of work
ethic.

“Other than normal life stuff and surviving the lessons, sorrow, and curve
balls that life throws at us all, my father taught me discipline and self-
responsibility which I have carried throughout my life,” said Gaedtke. “This
has served me well to overcome, plan ahead, and move forward to achieve
my goals.”

According to Gaedtke, living in her ancestor’s homeland and keeping the
ancient crafts alive are her most rewarding achievements. Her goal is to
share her knowledge with future generations, preserving the Quapaw way
throughout time. Even though she lives three hours away from Quapaw, she
still makes time to be very active within the community.
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Camp Quapaw

Quapaw children were able to learn about Quapaw heritage through various activities October 13-15, during the
area fall break for most schools. 

In the morning, they were taught traditional beading by Jean Ann Blalock. For lunch, the children were able to
make a traditional dinner that included hominy, grape dumplings, and other conventional items. The children were
able to have the traditional meal they prepared for lunch, along with food that was donated for the event. The
Quapaw Nation Marshalls Department set up a station to simulate what it would be like to drink and drive with
"drunk goggles" and a course to drive a three-wheeler bike through an obstacle course with cones, which the
children thoroughly enjoyed. Betty Gaetdke taught Quapaw pottery, and the children were able to form a piece of
pottery from fresh clay that they would later take home. The children were also able to learn the various tools that
Quapaw People might have used, where they would obtain the clay, and what sort of pottery would have been
made. Native games such as Indian dice were played. Jeremy Olsen taught Quapaw [smoking off] techniques and
how important it is for today's youth to be involved in any cultural activities to ensure our traditions don't die.
Quapaw people do not have as many traditions as other tribes and Jeremy stressed the importance of passing
everything known today down to future generations. 

Quapaw Gathering

A full day of fun and learning traditional Quapaw ways happened during the Quapaw gathering starting with the
sunrise fire, and morning prayer. 

The Business Committee meeting was held early that morning followed by the elder committee meeting headed by
Grace Goodeagle. Lunch was served down at the concession stand near the Powwow grounds free of charge to all.
Children were given arts and crafts to enjoy, inflatable bounce houses and tee shirts as well as other cups, pens, and
other goodies. Traditional Quapaw burial was discussed by the grave-digging crew and the ladies who prepare
funeral meals and help organize offered details of what they do as well. They spoke of things such as how a typical
funeral day begins, what items a loved one might be buried with, who is seated first at a funeral dinner, and proper
etiquette for attending a native funeral. Betty Gaedtke came with a display of her pottery and books including a
book specifically for Quapaw pottery. She explained some of the ways the Quapaw people may have gathered clay
and included how the Quapaw women might have used different shells and antlers to shape the pottery. Dinner
was served at the concession stand again that evening. A prayer was done by Joey Giveswater before traditional
dancing and drums began.  Tribal princess Kristal Glass attended in full regalia, joining in on the dancing. Business
Committee members Michelle Newton, Callie Bowden, Jeremy Olsen, and Chairman Byrd danced as well. For
Native Americans' the fall harvest has always led to celebration. The Quapaw fall gathering was a reminder that we
are all one family, and have much to be thankful for. 
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By John E Rodgers
Frederic Lewis/Archive Photos/Getty Images

As we grew up, a singular idea of certain holidays was taught to us. Over the past
few decades, a light has been placed on what we teach our children in school.
While many of these ideals have since been removed from the education
platform, updated to fit the actual history or given added context, there are still
conceptions that many denounce.

Thanksgiving is often looked at as a time to give thanks, to appreciate what we have and those around us. The origin story of
Thanksgiving is usually credited to the Pilgrims who landed at Plymouth Rock, Mass., in 1620, where the friendly Wampanoag Tribe
greeted them. Like most historical affairs, we were only told one side – leaving out some more controversial details.

According to the noted historian David J. Silverman, the Wampanoag people had a vast history, spanning several thousands of years
before interaction with Europeans. Silverman wrote the book; "This Land is Their Land: The Wampanoag Indians, Plymouth Colony,
and the Troubled History of Thanksgiving."

The Wampanoag and other tribes located in the northeastern part of what is present day United States had already been in contact
with Europeans for approximately a century before the Pilgrims landed. Many of those interactions did not end well for the local
Indigenous people, often leading to slavery, disease and even death.

It would be easy to understand that the local tribes regarded the new settlers with great caution, and they more than likely shared
that feeling. It’s also easy to see why the two sides would view an agreement as beneficial for both parties. The Wampanoag weren’t
just wary of the new settlers, they also had some native adversaries nearby, and the pilgrims were in a new, harsh environment, with
limited supplies. 
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The meal on which Thanksgiving is based is often touted as a peaceful gathering between the pilgrims and the Wampanoag, but some
experts believe no invitation was sent. Silverman speculates  that the Wampanoag only showed up after hearing gunfire come from
their new neighbors' camp during a drunken celebration. Other experts believe that Chief Massasoit of the Wampanoag brought his
men to discuss diplomatic relations with the settlers and came upon the feasting pilgrims by chance. 

While pictures often depict many colonists and just a few natives, that is likely inaccurate as historians say the native people
outnumbered the Pilgrims by a two-to-one margin. 

The food was also different from what we have today, with the Wampanoag presumably supplying most edible items. Instead of
turkey, mashed potatoes, and cranberry sauce, ostensibly, there would have been venison and shellfish. Though cranberries may
have been on the menu, they were probably used more as a garnishment than the sweet sauce we know and love today. Vegetables
may have been plentiful, as the Wampanoag would have recently harvested in preparation for winter.  Cabbage, onions, carrots,
lettuce, spinach and peas could have been prepared. Corn at the time was often turned into a porridge  that may have been
sweetened with Molasses. The idea of turkey seemingly derives from journals of colonists, when noting that turkey were plentiful in
the area. 

The peace between the Wampanoag and the pilgrims would not last and eventually ended in a bloody war. For Indigenous people,
this was only one instance of atrocities perpetrated against them by colonists.

In 1637, during the Pequot Tribe's annual Green Corn Festival, English and Dutch mercenaries slaughtered the Pequot as they exited
their longhouse. Women and children over the age of 14 were sold into slavery, while everyone else suffered a ghastly fate. The
Pequot Tribe had refused to sign a  treaty rescinding land to the settlers and fought back against the tyranny of the religious zealots
known as the puritans. 

The day after the massacre, the governor of the Massachusets Bay Colony would go on to declare "A Day of Thanksgiving" in honor of
their "victory" over the Pequot. The mercenaries would continue attacking villages long after, claiming the bounties for Indian scalps
placed by the colonial leaders. 

Thanksgiving was once again mentioned around 1779 when George Washington called for a day of thanksgiving and prayer. While a
majority of Congress agreed with Washington, the day was not made into a national holiday at that time. Thomas Jefferson believed
the holiday to be out of sync with the separation of church and state. Thanksgiving as we know it would not be known as a National
holiday until former President Abraham Lincoln would go on to declare it as one in 1863. Even Lincoln's proclamation was directly
linked to internal strife as the declaration came on Oct. 3, after the battle of Gettysburg. 

The information in this story is not to try and dissuade anyone from celebrating but instead offered up in remembrance of the
struggles of our ancestors. We should always be thankful for what we have. Native Americans have celebrated this time of year for as
long as recorded history has run, with those celebrations mostly tied to the fall harvest.  Although the history of Thanksgiving as we
know it today, and the violence behind it has been minimized, the core values of spending time with family and friends and being
thankful is something that our Native Ancestors have celebrated for thousands of years. As we gather with friends and family, we do
so in remembrance of the true history of Thanksgiving. 

CORBIS/Corbis via Getty Images

Massasoit meeting with
Gov. John Carver while
other North American

men stood nearby.
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A  
L A N D M A R K
D E S I C I O N
BY AUSTIN HEADLEE

IN A 4-0 VOTE, THE OKLAHOMA
COURT OF CRIMINAL APPEALS
(OCCA) AFFIRMS THE QUAPAW
NATION’S RESERVATION REMAINS
ESTABLISHED, EFFECTIVELY
GIVING THE QUAPAW NATION
SOVEREIGN RIGHTS.  THE OCCA
CITES THE MCGIRT V.  OKLAHOMA,
A SUPREME COURT CASE WHICH
AFFIRMED MUSCOGEE CREEK
NATION’S LAND AS INDIAN
TERRITORY UNDER FEDERAL LAW,
FOR THEIR DECISION. THE
DECISION IS THE FIRST INSTANCE
USING THE MCGIRT APPLICATION
TO CONFIRM ANOTHER TRIBAL
RESERVATION.

“THE LAWHORN DECISION
RIGHTFULLY AFFIRMS WHAT WE
HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN – THE
QUAPAW NATION IS INDIAN
COUNTRY,” SAID CHAIRMAN
JOSEPH TALI BYRD. “OUR
RESERVATION STILL EXISTS,  AND
OUR SOVEREIGN RIGHTS ARE
WHAT WE HAVE ALWAYS KNOWN
THEM TO BE.”
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The Quapaw Nation’s land affirmation stemmed from the State of Oklahoma v. Lawhorn, where Lawhorn’s attorney argued that
the state does not have jurisdiction to prosecute Lawhorn, an Indian who committed a felony on Indian land. Lawhorn, charged
with lewd or indecent acts to a child under 16, will have his case moved to the federal court system following the OCCA
decision.

Gov. Kevin Stitt, Oklahoma Republican, claims the Supreme Court McGirt decision tears Oklahoma apart and believes the state
will lose the ability to enforce laws.

“One of the most basic functions of a state in the United States of America is the ability to enforce the rule of law and keep the
public safe,” said Gov. Stitt. “If we cannot do that, we do not have a state. Oklahoma has lost much of that ability in the eastern
half of our state, and as of today, that now includes another portion of Ottawa County.”

However, the Quapaw Nation has been preparing for the decision since the McGirt
ruling in July 2020. The nation has contacted local law enforcement and is in the
process of cross-deputizing law enforcement from surrounding Ottawa County
departments.

“Our Marshalls are going to have to get some cross deputization done with some of
the local law enforcement agencies that’s in our reservation boundaries,” said Zack
Turley, Quapaw Nation Business Committee Member. “I think we have a pretty
good working relationships with all of them that are already in place, so we’re
excited about that. We’re the first tribe in Ottawa County to have this happen, so
it’s going to be a learning experience with a little bit of a learning curve, but we’re
excited moving forward.”

In addition to cross-deputization, the Quapaw Nation made improvements to their
Ki-Ho-Ta Justice Center, where the Quapaw Nation and other tribal citizens will
resolve civil and criminal matters. Ki-Ho-Ta also offers social services relating to
the justice system, including counseling, a methadone clinic, juvenile court, and
DUI classes. 
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Acting United States Attorney for the Northern District of
Oklahoma Clinton J. Johnson



“The Quapaw Nation has proactively taken the necessary steps to address public safety within our jurisdictional boundaries by
upgrading our court system and providing increased support to the Quapaw Nation marshals and local law enforcement,” said
Chairman Byrd. “Although the resolution of this matter took time, we are pleased the court arrived at the correct decision and
are eager to work with federal and state authorities, as well as our tribal neighbors to implement positive changes to our
criminal justice system.”

The McGirt and Lawhorn cases may make a more significant impact than law enforcement jurisdiction. According to the
Oklahoma Tax Commission, Oklahoma is prohibited from imposing income tax on members of a federally recognized tribe if the
individuals are living on and earn income from sources within the tribal land. For instance, a Quapaw member may be exempt
from Oklahoma state tax if they live on the Quapaw reservation, and work for another entity within the reservation but they
would not be exempt if they live on a different nation’s reservation and worked for Quapaw Nation.

McClanahan v. State Tax Commission of Arizona (1973) set the state's lack of power. The Supreme Court prohibited Arizona
from taxing the income of a Navajo citizen who resided on the Navajo Reservation and whose income came from reservation
sources.

According to the OTC report, imposing the state’s sales tax on Indian country may also be impacted. The state lacks the power
to impose its sales tax made by a tribal entity to a tribal member on tribal land, but it may levy a sales tax to non-tribal members.
The OTC report estimated the potential impact of $132 million loss when analyzing only the tribes that had their land affirmed
before the Lawhorn decision. The report's findings are based on Oklahoma’s population of 3,956,571 people with an estimated
$2.6 billion sales tax revenue before potential tribal sales tax exemption. 

At least two other tribal nations have shared a similar opinion. In a report from the Cherokee Phoenix, Tralynna Scott, Cherokee
Nation Treasurer, discussed her thoughts on the matter. 

“I do think we are going to have to consider taxation,” Scott said. “We will have to exercise our taxation jurisdiction within our
reservation. That will not happen overnight by any means. It requires a lot to set up those systems and functions.” 

Cherokee Nation Principal Chief Chuck Hoskins, Jr., recently expressed similar sentiment stating, “There’s nothing new about
the law out there on the ability of a state to tax a member of a federally recognized tribe on a reservation.”

According to the Oklahoman, Choctaw Nation Chief Gary Bratton, has also stated that the OTC acknowledged it no longer has
jurisdiction, and that they have begun to issue refunds. 
 

Implications from the verdict will unveil themselves over the upcoming months
and years. For now, Quapaw Nation will continue to focus on overhauling its
judicial system in a push for self-reliance. 

 For more information on the McGirt v. Oklahoma case, visit
hallestill.com/uploads/McGirt-Oklahoma-Tax-Commission-Report.pdf. The OCCA
decision over the State v. Lawhorn may be found at okcca.net/cases/2021/OK-CR-
37/.

The Oklahoman contributed to this artlce
The Cherokee Phoenix contributed to this article
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Davis Receives
Award for

Domestic Violence
Advocacy

Linda Davis, a domestic violence advocate for the Quapaw Nation Family Services Department, was awarded
for her tireless and commendable efforts at the Oklahoma State Capitol on  Oct. 21. Davis is a Quapaw Tribal
member and comes from the Bear Clan. She has donated her time and caring nature to the Quapaw people for
years. Davis has served on the election committee, worked as the Community Health Representative for ten
consecutive years, is currently on the cemetery committee, and has helped with various dinners and events
whenever she could. Her efforts as a domestic violence advocate show her love and passion for what she does
as well as for the individuals she serves, and she shares those same qualities to Quapaw Nation. Linda is said to
work long hours and on her own time to make sure her clients are well taken care of, sometimes at her own
expense. This year, Miranda Dement had the opportunity to write a letter of nomination on Davis’ behalf. The
letter displayed her care and dedication to victims when they are in a time of crisis, needing someone such as
Davis the most. Linda Davis, thank you for all your compassion and dedication to Quapaw Nation Family
Services, making it a better place for having you as a part of it.

On the following page, is the letter written on behalf of Linda Davis, by Mandy Dement, family services director
for Quapaw Nation.

By Rachel Cravens
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"To whom it may concern,

Linda Davis is a victim advocate for Quapaw Nation. She has
been in this position for about five years. Before that, she
served as a nurse for Northeastern Tribal Health Systems.
We all have watched as Linda works tirelessly serving
victims of domestic violence. It is not out of character for
Linda to work before and after hours. We have watched
Linda take time out of her life to get a victim to work every
morning by 6 am and picking them up at 11 pm when they
have a swing-shift. She would even do this on weekends for
her client because they didn’t have a car, and our public
transportation doesn’t work those hours. Linda will put her
own life on hold to make sure her client will succeed when
she is finished with their services. 

Linda is a role model to all of us, and she does her job with
integrity. What Linda holds most dear to her is integrity and
character and she encourages others to have integrity and
character as well. She is not only an advocate, but also a
confidante and friend. 

Linda brings the same care and compassion she had as a
nurse to her job as an advocate. She is kind, and encourages
everyone to strive for their best, and to seek a second
chance at life. Linda works hard to set-up a client for
success and not failure. She sets goals for her clients that
are obtainable and then sets out to help them meet those
goals.

Currently, Linda is working towards getting a community
room for our victims, complete with a washer, dryer and a
shower. She sees a need for victims who struggle with just
having money to do their laundry. She wishes to offer free
washers and dryers to our victims as well as someplace to
go and take a free hot shower. Linda is a team player in our
unit. Not only does she do her own job, but she has on
numerous occasions helped others complete their jobs as
well. Linda is always on board to help at different events
that our department has, when and where needed. She isn’t
afraid of hard work, and she isn’t afraid to go above and
beyond. That’s just usually her style. We appreciate Linda
and our department would suffer a great loss if she ever left
us. We would like to nominate Linda for the award for
Excellence in Action Against Domestic Violence. "
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Quapaw-centric
documentary 

makes world debut By Austin Headlee

HOT SPRINGS, Ark. - The Quapaw Nation was heavily featured in the documentary “Regeneration of Land and
Culture” which premiered at the Hot Springs Documentary Film Festival on Oct. 12. Director Brooke Bierhaus sat
down with many influential Quapaw Nation members and elders and explored the impact buffalo have on land and
their cultural significance to the Quapaw Nation. 

Chairman Joseph Byrd, former Chairwoman Grace Goodeagle, the Quapaw Cattle Company, and tribal elders
played prominent roles in the documentary. Together, they gave valuable insight into the Quapaw Nation’s history
and buffalo's role in rejuvenating the land. 

The Hot Springs Documentary Film Festival is North America’s longest-running non-fiction film festival celebrating
its 30th year. Bierhaus chose to debut her documentary at this particular film festival because of its connection to
the Quapaw Nation.

“I think it is very fitting to have this type of documentary in this space, in this location given some of the historical
aspects of the tribe and the presence that was here before 1880,” said Chairman Byrd. “We consider this our
ancestral homelands. We consider this a place of spiritual and sacred healing, so it’s a really good feeling to be able
to do this today.”
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Bierhaus is known for her work in the documentary genre, namely “The Connected Cup.” Bridging cultural gaps is
her main goal with her work. She also wants Native voices to be heard as experts in agriculture and combating
climate change.

Making “Regeneration of Land and Culture” made Bierhaus grow as a filmmaker. She hopes to make the film’s
impact transcend the screen.

“I think this project challenged me in a lot of ways. This is one of the first projects that I was able to bring on an
impact produce,” said Bierhaus. “I was able to get funding to have this film to have a life outside of the film festival
circuit or outside of the screen.”

From roaming fields and meeting Frosty, the white buffalo, to talking to the elders, Bierhaus enjoyed making the
documentary with the Quapaw Nation. She was starstruck during her time with Goodeagle. 

“When I met Grace Goodeagle, I was just immediately transfixed,” said Bierhaus. “She is such a powerhouse, she
has so much knowledge, and I loved her vibrancy for life and what she does for the Quapaw Nation.” 

Bierhaus thanks the Quapaw members and community, which treated her with hospitality, and wants to screen the
documentary in Quapaw. Many members did not realize she was filming the documentary, but they welcomed her
nonetheless. 

“I was filming the buffalo in the fields by the gates and the fences, and I had a few tribal members come up and be
like, ‘hey, what are you working on,’” said Bierhaus. “I’d tell them and instead of that feeling of you shouldn’t be
here, it was more of like welcome to our land, thank you for what you’re doing, and I’d love to see it afterwards.” 

For more information about Bierhaus and her work, message her at www.vidbee.org/contact.
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Employee Retirement
Barbara Collier
By Austin Headlee

Barbara Collier, executive director of the
Quapaw Nation Gaming Agency, recently
retired after decades of serving the Quapaw
Nation. She started working for the Nation in
1974. Her favorite part of working for the
Nation was watching it grow, from developing a
community building to adding on the AOA and
Meals on wheels. 

Collier played an essential role in laying the
foundation for policies and procedures for the
Quapaw and Downstream Casinos and wrote
the gaming ordinance for the Nation. She also
served on the social service, education, and
enrollment committees when the roles were
offered on a volunteer basis. 

Outside of the Nation, Collier was on the
ground floor of starting the Oklahoma Tribal
Gaming Association and served as the
Secretary of National Tribal Gaming
Commission. She was selected as outstanding
regulator of e National Indian Gaming
Association, Oklahoma Indian Gaming
Association regulator of the year, and AARP
Elder honoree. 

During her time with the Quapaw Nation,
Collier said she was proud of her work and
constantly learning about and sharing the
Quapaw culture. 

Retirement gives Collier the opportunity to
spend more time with her family and get back
to the things she enjoys. She is a proud
grandmother to eight grandchildren, is family-
oriented, and loves to swim and play cards. 

“I do crafts about every day,” said Collier. “I
make Native American greeting cards, décor,
items like aprons, ribbons skirts and moccasins.
I was asked a while back to make a buck-skin
dress, so we’ll probably start that one of these
days. That’s what I do to keep busy.” 
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“Some of my best memories are when the
tribe progressed and we built our office

building. When I first started, we were in
the old hotel in downtown Quapaw on

Main Street.”



Collier graduated from Miami High School in 1966
and attended NEO A&M. Her parents were
married for over 50 years, and she was their only
child. Barbara and her husband Richard Collier
together have four children - Jennifer Lunsford,
Brian and Kevin Collier, and Susie Anderson. Now,
Barbara and Richard are enjoying their life and the
nature out in the country.

The military played a vital role in Collier’s life.
Both of her grandparents served during the Great
War, her father during World War II, and her
husband in Vietnam. Her father gave her some
advice as a child that she’s kept throughout her
life. 
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“Something my dad told me a long time ago when I
was a young girl he said, ‘Barbara don’t ever be
ashamed to stick your hand out and take your
paycheck,’ and I never have been,” said Collier.
“I’ve tried my best to work hard, do my job to the
best of my ability, be very honest – he was a very
honest person, and my mother was also – so I’ve
tried to make that my goal.” 

Collier demonstrated her work ethic and honesty
every day with the Quapaw Nation. Quapaw
Nation thanks Barbara Collier for her dedication
to the Ogahpah people.

Left: Barbara Collier posed with mother Reberta Hallam Kyser .








